Complete iPaaS for
I.T. and Business Users

Integration Starts Here.

Fast, Easy, Complete

Everything you need to build simple or complex integrations.
Eliminate manual data entry, data exports, costly errors, delays, and processes managed with spreadsheets
and email. Celigo’s platform enables visibility across the organization—with fewer technical resources.

Intuitive

Designed for both I.T./Operations and
Business Users

Scalable

Supports hundreds, thousands, or
millions of transactions a day

The only iPaaS with
integrations Apps

Flexible

Complete control with no code or
advanced custom code options

Complete

Full iPaaS functionality with comprehensive,
turnkey integrations

Flexible, Proven, Reliable

Customize and Expand
Focus on your business, not maintaining integrations
As companies grow and processes change, Celigo’s integrator.io iPaaS allows both technical professionals
and business users to automate, customize, and expand integrations as needed—so they can focus on their
core business.

Visual Design Interface

Guided user interface for API adapters,
and other tools to accelerate integration
development

Advanced Developer Tools

Advanced tools for creating and sharing
stacks, generating tokens for direct API
calls, building wrappers, and more

Prebuilt Integrations

Actionable Dashboard

Complex Orchestrations

Universal Connectors

Accelerate with prebuilt Integration Apps,
reusable integration templates, connectors
to hundreds of applications, EDI templates,
and more

Support complex processes by integrating
multiple apps and data sources as part of

Full visibility to monitor, manage, and
update integrations with access to error
details and ability to re-run integrations

Connect with thousands of application or
data sources using connectors for REST/
JSON, XML, FTP, AS2, EDI, SQL, web hooks,
on-prem and more

Prebuilt integrations available on the Celigo Marketplace

Common Integration Use Cases
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lead to Subscription
Procure-to-pay / Purchasing
Warehouse-to-3PL
Catalog & Listings / Merchandising
Pricing & Repricing
Suspect-to-Prospect + Repeat Sales
Cart-to-Order

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Issue to Resolution
Services Provisioning
Order-to-Cash
Inventory & Replenishment
Payment-to-Reconciliation
Hire-to-Retire
Collaboration
Reporting & Analytics

The vision of Celigo is to make automation as simple as possible
by enabling anyone in the enterprise to build or deploy integrations.

Our business model relies on integrations. We are at the forefront with our strategy because we
understand the importance of integration. Getting up and running with a platform that’s got
pre-built integrations is much nicer than all of the other platforms I’ve used. Using Integration
Apps on Integrator.io would be a massive advantage to any business
— Jason Ross, CIO, GetBusy

I want to focus the developers on business growth initiatives and not use that
level of technical talent for integrations. Celigo helps me achieve this by making
integrations more self-service.
—Kiko Stefanov, IT Director, Zoro Tools

With Celigo, we can have functional consultants manage business requirements
and build the integration. This dramatically improves time-to-value.
—Matt Kenney, RSM Principal
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